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the american mind is as closed as ever the american - in the summer of 1987 a relatively unknown university of chicago
political science professor and philosopher named allan bloom published an academic book entitled the closing of the
american mind, jordan peterson claims he s no conservative the american - jordan peterson claims he s no
conservative with all due respect the now famous academic s self assessment is not very persuasive, the american
conservative establishment is collapsing - it s time to stick a fork in the american conservative establishment within five
years their collective influence and power will be less than kim kardashian in terms of affecting culture and politics, invisible
hands the businessmen s crusade against the new - a compelling and readable story of resistance to the new economic
order boston globe invisible hands tells the story of how a small group of american businessmen succeeded in building a
political movement, how a liberal learned to respect conservative thinking - and accept the fact that yes the right is
happier than the left, the founders faith george washington john adams - the founders faith george washington john
adams benjamin franklin john jay religion faith beliefs thomas jefferson, freethinkers a history of american secularism
susan - ms jacoby is an unabashed secularist god bless her pun intended american history is replete with secularists at the
forefront of major cultural events however they are mostly ignored in most historians narratives, why conservative
magazines are more important than ever - trump survived of course and won big league for perhaps the first time in
modern conservative politics national review and many of its peers looked completely ineffectual, greg johnson what is
american nationalism counter - this was a fantastic essay white americans have a fantastic legacy as a nation i am sick
and tired of neoreactionaries making false claims about american politics and the founding, the 50 most influential think
tanks in the united states - the institutions on this list make up the 50 most influential think tanks in the united states as
gauged by their ability to market their ideas on the web, jstor viewing subject history - jstor is a digital library of academic
journals books and primary sources
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